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Protein cysteines are involved in many critical structural and functional roles that can be performed thanks to the peculiar

properties of their sulfhydryl group, which, in its deprotonated form, becomes an active nucleophile. Due to the

physiological importance of this residue, it represents an attractive and emerging target for the development and design of

covalent ligands, which are able to modulate the function of specific proteins and enzymes.
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1. Abstract

Protein cysteines often play crucial functional and structural roles, so they are emerging targets to design covalent thiol

ligands that are able to modulate enzyme or protein functions. The data from the molten globule-like structures of

ribonuclease, lysozyme, bovine serum albumin and chymotrypsinogen identified new speeding agents, i.e.,
hydrophobic/electrostatic interactions and productive complex formations involving the protein and thiol reagent, which

were able to confer exceptional reactivity to structural cysteines that form disulfide bridges. Interestingly, the pK
perturbations can only produce two-four times increased reactivity at physiological pH values. These properties may shed

light on the mechanisms involved in the disulfide formation during the oxidative folding of many proteins.

2. Introduction

Protein cysteines are involved in many critical structural and functional roles that can be performed thanks to the peculiar

properties of their sulfhydryl group, which, in its deprotonated form, becomes an active nucleophile. Due to the

physiological importance of this residue, it represents an attractive and emerging target for the development and design of

covalent ligands, which are able to modulate the function of specific proteins and enzymes. Therefore, it is of paramount

importance that a precise knowledge of the factors that influence the reactivity of these residues is obtained.  It is a

common opinion (universally accepted) that this is mainly controlled by their pK  and by the accessibility of a given

reagent.  In fact, the sulfhydryl group of cysteines is almost inert in its protonated form (except in free-radical

reactions), while the thiolate form is the true reactive form. A relevant number of cysteines with functional roles in catalysis

have been found to react a hundred and even thousand times faster than a free cysteine, but it is only rarely that a

quantitative and reasoned analysis of the contribution of a low pK  to these unusual reactivities has been made. Novel

findings show that pK  is not the main determinant, given that, at physiological pH values, the highest increment of the

reactivity due to pK  variations cannot exceed two-four times. Thus, other important factors will be considered in order to

discover that, in a few proteins, they assume an almost exclusive prevalence in modulating the reactivity of these

residues. Moreover, the hyper-reactivity is not an exclusive feature of functional cysteines and even structural cysteines

may have extraordinary reactivity toward many thiol reagents or natural disulfides, which are possibly finalized to a correct

and rapid formation of native disulfide bridges during the nascent phase.

3. Discussion

The pK  is not the main determinant in the enhancement of the reactivity of protein cysteines toward various reagents.

Conversely, a very low pK , as well as a very high pK , may render unreactive these residues (see Figure). What is the

utility of some functional cysteine showing very low pK , such as selected residues in DsbA (pK  = 3.5), DsbC (pKa = 4.1)

and Grx1 (pK  = 3.5)?  One reasonable explanation is that this property accelerates the reaction of the oxidized form of

these enzymes with the thiol substrates stabilizing the products.

Another possibility is that a very low pK  that makes the thiolate less reactive and may preserve it against some un-proper

modifications. This may be the case for GSTP1-1, where the thiolate of Cys47 (pK  = 3.5) is bound to Lys54 in an ion-pair,

which is important for the enzyme mechanism and a correct binding of the substrate.
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Cysteine hyper-reactivity is not an exclusive property of functional cysteines involved in catalysis and even structural

cysteines devoted to the formation of disulfides may display hundred or thousand times increased reactivity toward

oxidized glutathione (GSSG) and various thiol reagents.

Hydrophobic interactions are the main determinant factors triggering hundred times increased reactivity toward alkylating

reagents (CDNB and NBD-Cl) for some reduced proteins, like bovine serum albumin, chymotrypsinogen and lysozyme,

while electrostatic interactions are the prominent factors for the reactivity of Ellman’s reagent (DTNB) toward reduced

ribonuclease, lysozyme and chymotrypsinogen.

A specific binding site for GSSG is also surprisingly present in the reduced molten globule-like conformations of albumin,

lysozyme, ribonuclease and chymotrypsinogen.  It is the main determinant for the observed hundred and even

thousand times increased reactivity of one specific cysteine i.e. Cys75, Cys94, Cys95 and Cys1 respectively. This

phenomenon raises the question of whether a rapid glutathionylation may be the early step of their oxidative pathway.

Methods for the proteomic identification of cysteines, like the isoTOP-ABPP procedure,  should be used with caution,

because they only identify hyper-reactive cysteines toward a specific reagent (i.e., a modified iodacetamide) and this

property cannot be referred to an ‘intrinsic reactivity’ because it may be not present in reactions with different thiol

reagents. Conversely, some protein cysteines, which are normo-reactive toward the modified iodoacetamide probe, can

be hyper-reactive toward some natural intracellular compounds.

Data from literature likely indicate that one cysteine may have extraordinary hyper-reactivity toward a specific disulfide

(GSSG) and normo-reactivity toward other small disulfides, like cystine and cystamine.  Conversely, many

cysteines present in reduced bovine serum albumin and lysozyme are hyper-reactive toward hydrophobic reagents like

CDNB and NBD-Cl, but (except for one residue) are normo-reactive toward GSSG and other small disulfides. In other

words, the “intrinsic” reactivity for a protein cysteine is only determined by its pK  and by the nucleophilicity of its

deprotonated form, but it cannot be increased more than three-four times. An evident hyper-reactivity can only be

generated by “extrinsic” factors like the protein environment surrounding the cysteine, which may productively and often

selectively bind a specific reagent through hydrophobic or electrostatic interactions.

In conclusion, this selective hyper-reactivity should be of particular interest in the elucidation of the early step of the

oxidative folding of these proteins. The hyper-reactivity of protein cysteines appears to be an open puzzle whose pieces,

even now, have not been completely identified.

Figure. Theoretical curve defining the range of useful pK  (αk  ≥ 5%) for a reacting thiolate group. The figure shows the

pK  range that allows a sufficient rate of reaction of a protein cysteine with different reagents (green area) at pH = 7.4.

Values with αk  < 5% are reported in red. Y-axis reports the second order kinetic constant of the thiolate (k )

multiplied by the active fraction of the thiolate (α).
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